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S.l Summary

Language is one of the means of communication and

is the main rneans. Therefore, spoken language rather than

rs considered as the primary form of language.

Speaking is often vierved as the most demanding ski, among the four

skills of language. As a resurt, second language reamers are expected to be

able to speak fluentry in the target language. Based on the fact and reason

above, the writer tries to find out the reason why the students are afiaid to

converse and find the factors that can encourage students to speak.

This research found out that 34.3% students are afraid of making

mistakes in grammaq g2gg4 said thaf group discussion will help them to

practice speaking, 30%o rike to discuss about therr famiry, and 97.9o/o told,

that attitude of the teacher influence the atmosphere of the crassroom. Based

on the finding, the writer concrudes that grouping is one technique that can
be used to recluce the negative effects of large crasses. It can reduce the

spoken language
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creatlng the co'rfbrtable atmosphere in class, by making group discussion to

help and give the students a chance to practice their target ranguage with

thcir pecr, and b1' giving the familiar, interesting, simple topics which are

suitable rvith their level of proficiency.

5.2 Suggestions

The students have been learning English since they were in high

school. They mighr be good in grammar or written English but they still ger

problems in expressing their ideas orally.

The speaking teacher should encourage the students to become active

speakers. The teacher should ret the students express their or&,n ideas freel_v.

When the students cannot express their ideas, the teacher can help them

The teacher can apply many kind of techniques in speaking class, like

role-play, debate, or even games. The purpose is to make the students are

interested and to motivate them to speak more. It is realized that this study is

still far from being perfect. Hopefully better result can be obtained ifother

researchers carry out a more thorough study with a wider scope of subiects.
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